
Prosite Business
A Steadfast Case Study

Learn how Steadfast helped a  
software service provider develop 

dedicated server solutions to solve 
the company’s bandwidth and  

resource problems, resulting in  
greater resilience and reliability.

https://www.steadfast.net/?utm_source=named_case_study&utm_medium=literature&utm_campaign=prosite_business


ABOUT PROSITE BUSINESS 
Prosite Business Solutions is a West Virginia company with 16 employees who 
provide cloud-based real time service management software to a wide range of 
enterprise and SME businesses, including retailers, cable and internet service 
providers, utility companies, and mobile carriers.

Prosite Business Solutions founder and CEO Jason Warren started his business 
as a small web and Microsoft Access development consultancy almost 20 years 
ago. Applying his expertise to the problem of on-site service management, he 
built ProBusinessTools, an industry-leading cloud service management platform 
used by over 200 companies in the US and internationally, including Fortune 500 
companies and national brands. 

Currently, ProBusinessTools manages more than 7000 field technicians,  
scheduling and dispatching them to over 140,000 appointments every month.
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Visit Prosite Business at www.probusinesstools.com

http://www.probusinesstools.com
https://www.steadfast.net/?utm_source=named_case_study&utm_medium=literature&utm_campaign=prosite_business
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BUSINESS CHALLENGES
At periods of high-demand, the server hosting 
the ProBusinessTools application reached the 
limits of its resources, leading to poor  
performance for users. Much of the company’s 
technical efforts were diverted to dealing with 
their slow hosting platform. The hosting  
provider couldn’t offer more resources  
because ProBusinessTools was already hosted 
on its most powerful server.

“We were using their largest server they provided which was much lower 
in performance than Steadfast’s top servers. We were topping out at 80% 
during peak times and causing slowness in our application. For a business 
that depends on its infrastructure, the situation was intolerable. We spent 
way too much of our time running on the spot when we wanted to be  
innovating  because we had to constantly babysit our servers. It was a 
stressful time for  all of us.“   

- Jason Warren, Prosite Business Solutions CEO and ProBusinessTools  
  developer

ProSiteBusinessTool’s servers were too slow to support the growing  
company, causing latency, customer dissatisfaction, and stress for the  
company’s IT and support teams. The company was forced to balance the 
increasing demand for its services and software with the need to satisfy 
its existing clients on hardware already pushed to its limits.

“We were worried because our clients were growing rapidly, and we had to 
be able to grow along with them. Resource bottlenecks were causing  
problems for power users, but as resource demand grew, it was only a 
matter of time before ordinary operations started suffering timeouts and 
unacceptable delays.”

http://bit.ly/2mvkQLua
http://bit.ly/2lARiHZ
http://bit.ly/2mg8Ixba
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Users of the software frequently reported timeout issues,  
especially when generating reports, an essential part of the  
application’s functionality. Eventually, the company was  
forced to start rationing access to its software,  
triaging who could use the software and who had  
to wait until resources became available.  

The hosting provider was unwilling and unable to work  
with the ProBusinessTools team to build a suitable hosting  
platform, and they were also unable to offer ProBusinessTools  
a redundant high-availability hosting solution within a  
reasonable budget.

Eventually, the original host was acquired by a larger  
hosting company, which was in turn acquired by an  
even larger company. As is often the case when hosting  
providers consolidate through acquisitions, the quality of  
customer support substantially declined.

“They were a smaller hosting company who had great customer service. 
Through the buy outs the hosting was owned by larger and larger  
corporations and our service level continued to decrease. We wanted a 
hosting provider who would go above and beyond to provide the service 
we need. We couldn’t trust the future of our business to an infrastructure 
hosting provider that repeatedly let us down.”

Plagued by a combination of inadequate hardware and negligent support, 
ProBusinessTools decided it was time to look for a more capable hosting 
provider.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/zimmermankarl/
https://www.steadfast.net/?utm_source=named_case_study&utm_medium=literature&utm_campaign=prosite_business
http://bit.ly/2noaZUj
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REQUIREMENTS

Prosite Business Solutions had a clear set 
of requirements for their new  
infrastructure provider:

• The ability to provide servers that could 
accommodate the demand generated 
by ProBusinessTools and future growth.

• Geographically separated locations with 
a low-latency network connection  
between sites.

• A support and sales team capable of 
providing high-quality advice about the 
optimal hardware to meet  
ProBusinessTools’ needs.
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http://bit.ly/2mvkQLua
http://bit.ly/2lARiHZ
http://bit.ly/2mg8Ixba
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THE SOLUTION
After investigating several hosting provid-
ers, the head of the Prosite Business Solu-
tions IT team was particularly impressed 
with Steadfast’s ability to offer concrete  
suggestions about infrastructure solutions 
to solve the company’s bandwidth and  
resource problems.

Steadfast’s server and network infrastructure are easily capable of  
supporting the load generated by ProBusinessTools. The company’s state-
of-the-art data centers — located in Chicago, Illinois and Edison, New 
Jersey — were a perfect fit with Prosite Business Solutions’ plans to build 
a redundant platform with load balancing and failover between  
geographically distant locations.

In consultation with Steadfast’s team of business and infrastructure  
experts, the ProBusinessTools team chose a pair of dedicated servers with 
SSD storage located in the Chicago and New Jersey facilities. Although 
originally intending to deploy virtual servers, the company reconsidered 
and opted for bare metal servers with Solid State Drives because  
Steadfast was able to offer the more powerful hardware at a lower cost 
than competing vendors.

“Originally, we intended to use virtual servers to host ProBusinessTools, 
but Ed Dryer (Senior Technology Strategist) at Steadfast talked to us 
about dedicated servers and offered us a solution that was both more 
economical and more powerful than the suggestions of the other hosting 
companies we’d approached. Steadfast’s team knows what they’re talking 
about and were happy to spend time walking us through what we needed 
and why. They were completely transparent every step of the way and we 
couldn’t be happier with the result.”  

https://www.steadfast.net/?utm_source=named_case_study&utm_medium=literature&utm_campaign=prosite_business
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Steadfast collaborated on the migration of ProBusinessTools to the new 
servers, and the service benefited from an immediate reduction in server 
resource consumption and improved performance.

“We found that Steadfast’s servers were top of the line and the backbone 
speed between Chicago and NJ was fast enough that we could develop  
our own dual-server load-balancer and fail-over solution. Steadfast’s  
servers out of the box took our processing from 80% peak to  
40% peak on one server, and now we have the ability to  
leverage two servers for even more power, redundancy,  
failover, and decreased load.”

There is more to infrastructure hosting than great technology.  
Steadfast’s team works closely with its customers to ensure  
that they get the right mix of hardware and software for the specific  
needs of their applications and services. Steadfast prides itself on caring 
just as much about the people it works with as the technology it builds.

“Steadfast has made a huge difference to my business. They took the time 
to understand our needs, offered some great advice, and followed through 
with exactly the hardware and quality of service we were looking for. 
Steadfast made it possible for us to meet the needs of our existing clients, 
but also laid the scalable infrastructure foundations that will support our 
future growth.”

http://bit.ly/2mvkQLua
http://bit.ly/2lARiHZ
http://bit.ly/2mg8Ixba


CONCLUSION
CEO, Jason Warren, cited three key factors 
that make Steadfast the perfect hosting 
provider for his company’s platform:

• A highly optimized network that provides low-latency connectivity  
between data center facilities and Prosite Business Solutions’  
location.

• Consistently available support staff, who are capable of quickly 
resolving issues and responding with expert and actionable informa-
tion.

• Proactive support: Steadfast’s team will often catch and resolve  
issues before the ProBusinessTools IT team is aware of them.

Today, ProBusinessTools is faster than it’s ever been, even as its user base  
grows. The ability to load balance between servers in different locations 
reduces load on the individual servers and provides greater resilience 
and reliability, with the ability to failover to an alternate server if issues 
should arise. Prosite Business Solutions is now in a great position to focus 
on growing the business 
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by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the 
publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright 
law. For permission requests, write to tim.monner@steadfast.net. 

Our experienced Steadfast engineers provide customer consultation every step of the way through the 
process of design, engineering, upgrading, monitoring, and adapting solutions to changing needs. This 
results in highly personalized IT infrastructure service solutions that have been customized to meet 
your unique needs. Let us do the heavy lifting. You focus on projects that drive your business.

For out how Steadfast can help your business. Visit 
www.steadfast.net or contact us for a free consultation and 
assessment with our IT experts. Call 312-602-2689, email us at 
sales@steadfast.net. 

LET US BUILD YOUR OPTIMAL SERVICE SOLUTION 
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